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Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the ROOT word: 
 

1. Do you struggle to hide your __________ when you are          
feeling down? FEEL 

2. Do you find it easy to form __________ with others?          
FRIEND 

3. How would you describe your __________? PERSON 
4. Are you easily __________ by other people? ANNOY 
5. When was the last time that you __________ back your          

tears in public? HOLD 
6. Do you experience __________ on a daily basis? BORE 
7. How often do you get __________ with your friends and          

family? FRUSTRATE 
8. How far would you say that being too __________ is a           

defect? SENSE 
9. Do you have the __________ to show your true feelings?          

STRONG 
10. Are you and __________ person or quite shy? GO 
11. Is it important to build long and happy __________ with          

people? RELATE 
12. Do you dislike any aspects of your __________?        

PERSON 
13. Are you a __________ person when you are angry?         

REASON 
14. Is it normal to want the __________ to spend time by           

yourself? FREE 
15. Do you bear in mind the __________ of trust when you           

start a relationship? IMPORT 
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Answers: 
 

1. Do you struggle to hide your feelings when you are feeling           
down? 

2. Do you find it easy to form friendships with others? 
3. How would you describe your personality? 
4. Are you easily annoyed by other people? 
5. When was the last time that you held back your tears in            

public? 
6. Do you experience boredom on a daily basis? 
7. How often do you get frustrated with your friends and          

family? 
8. How far would you say that being too sensitive is a defect? 
9. Do you have the strength to show your true feelings? 
10. Are you and outgoing person or quite shy? 
11. Is it important to build long and happy relationships with          

people? 
12. Do you dislike any aspects of your personality? 
13. Are you a reasonable person when you are angry? 
14. Is it normal to want the freedom to spend time by           

yourself? 
15. Do you bear in mind the importance of trust when you           

start a relationship? 
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